KUWAIT: Dean of the diplomatic corps to Kuwait, the ambassador of Senegal Abdul Al-Emadi recently held a special farewell party for the ambassadors of Spain, France and Cuba to Kuwait who are concluding their tenures. — Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat

KUWAIT: "compared to previous, inapplicable schemes." Firstly discussed when sessions resume on Oct discussions to agree on a list of topics that will be currently discussing the idea before obtaining signatures of at least 10 lawmakers to hold an emergency session. If the petition comes through, the report will be sent to the parliament's speaker to start negotiations with the Cabinet to convene an emergency session to hold.

A local daily reported yesterday that the Cabinet is expected next week to review the government's emergency plan as part of preparations for potential aftermath of a military strike against the Syrian regime. Speaking to Al-Rai Tuesday, several sources indicated that the "emergency plans are already present, that need to be reviewed and potentially improved," which they said will happen during the meeting.

The report also indicates that Ministry of Cabinet Affairs officials met Tuesday to look at the emergency plan and prepare them for discussion.

Meanwhile, Al-Ifli also reported that the Ministry of Commerce and Industry (MCI) "mainly preparedness regarding food supplies in case Kuwait is affected by disruptions of an international scale," which President Bader Al-Abdul’s regime. Ministry insiders revealed that Kuwait’s "strategic reserve of necessary goods" has supply more than four months in Kuwait and different Gulf states.
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